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PGA TOUR ORIGINALS: TIGER TRACKS PRESENTED BY GENESIS (INTERNATIONAL) 
 

SEGMENT 1 
COLD OPEN 
 
ANNC: There's one man standing on the stage. One of the great stages in the game.  
 
He takes the title, at Tiger’s tournament. Joaquin Niemann is the next star in the game of golf. 
 
NIEMANN: Winning a PGA TOUR event, getting a trophy, having Tiger there… I mean, there's 
nothing that can beat this. 
 
ANNC: You get a win at a place like this… puts you into another stratosphere. 
 
Yeah, as a young boy… a bit like Tiger, playing golf since two with plastic clubs, was winning 
tournaments at six. 
 
 
SHOW OPEN + TITLES 
 
LYRICS: I was seven years old, when I got my first pair. 
 
HOMA: Tiger is the reason I play golf. He made it cool. 
 
LYRICS: It's gonna make me fly. 
 
ZALATORIS: Tiger, Michael Jordan, they're up in that upper echelon that no one else has ever 
touched. 
 
LYRICS: I touched the net. Mom, I touched the net. This is the best day of my life. 
 
ANCER: I can speak for a lot of the guys out here on TOUR that we just idolized him growing up 
and wanted to be like him. 
 
KOEPKA: As a player that's what you dream of when you're on the putting green, you’ve got an 
eight-footer to beat Tiger Woods.  
 
THOMAS: When I was eight or nine years old, he was my idol. I probably copied everything that 
he did like a lot of kids my age did.  
 
VARNER: Man, I want to be like Tiger, so like if more people are watching more kids are gonna 
want to do that. It made the game more competitive. 
 
ANNC: It’s Max Homa, his second win on the PGA TOUR on his favorite course Riviera. 
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HOMA: Been watching this tournament my whole life. It’s why I fell in love with golf… Tiger 
another reason I'm into golf. 
 
LYRICS: I was trying to fly without leaving the ground. ‘Cause I wanted to be like [Tiger Woods] 
right. Wanted to be him. I wanted to be that guy. I wanted to touch the rim. 
 
HOMA: Wow. City of champions, you know, Dodgers, Lakers, me now so it’s a weird feeling. 
 
LYRICS: I wanna fly, can you take me far away? Give me a star to reach for, tell me what it takes 
and I'll go so high. I'll go so high, my feet won't touch the ground. Just stitch my wings and pull 
the strings. I bought these dreams, that all fall down. 
 
 
STAND-UP #1 
 
AN ICON IN RED AND BLACK, WEARING THAT SIGNATURE NIKE SWOOSH. TAKING HIS SPORT 
TO NEW HEIGHTS AS HE BROUGHT EYES TO TVS ALL ACROSS THE GLOBE IN 1996. MUCH LIKE 
MICHAEL JORDAN LEFT HIS MARK ON BASKETBALL, TIGER WOODS INFLUENCED THE WAY THE 
GAME OF GOLF IS PLAYED TODAY. 
 
30 YEARS AGO, A 16-YEAR-OLD BOY FROM CYPRESS CALIFORNIA TEED IT UP IN HIS VERY 
FIRST PGA TOUR EVENT AT RIVIERA COUNTRY CLUB. HE NOW HOSTS THE SAME EVENT 
DOWN THE ROAD FROM WHERE HE GREW UP, YET IT’S THE GENERATION THAT HE INSPIRES 
THAT TEES IT UP IN HIS PRESENCE. 
 
 
GENESIS INVITATIONAL + JOAQUIN NIEMANN WIN 
 
PRODUCER: What would it mean to be handed the trophy by Tiger Woods?  
 
NIEMANN: It would be nice to see Tiger and give him a handshake with a trophy on the side. 
 
RAHM: This is a prestigious event with the legacy of Tiger Woods, right? Everything together 
adds up to a very, very unique trophy ceremony, to get handed by the best of a generation and 
arguably best ever. 
 
FINAU: It's something I've dreamed about as a kid. This is Tiger’s event, and Riviera’s I would 
say the purists test the golf that we play on the PGA TOUR. 
 
MCNEALY: You definitely feel some of tigers influence here with this, this golf tournament. It's 
pretty cool to be a part of. 
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MORIKAWA: Not just being Tiger’s event, but it's LA, I'm home. Tiger obviously being kind of 
that childhood hero and then someone I looked up to growing up. Everything kind of 
accumulates to this one spot here Riviera. 
 
JOINING THE BEST IN THE WORLD AT RIVIERA, WERE A PAIR OF FIRST TIMERS… CHARLIE 
SIFFORD MEMORIAL EXEMPTION RECIPIENT, AARON BEVERLY AND COLLEGIATE SHOWCASE 
CHAMPION, MICHAEL BRENNON. 
 
WOODS: We want to give these kids the opportunity to understand where your weaknesses 
are. Just having that experience in the back your pocket. It does wonders for your confidence 
knowing that hey, you know what, this is what it's like on TOUR. So when I get there, I know 
what to expect. It's not a big, huge unknown. 
 
ANNC: It is a legendary setting. 
 
WOODS: This is a very historical site. I can't name another golf course that we play on every 
year on a TOUR basis that has no water, and we still struggle on it.  
 
ANNC: The angles bring on all these challenges and creates so much strategy in every shot. It's 
brilliant. 
 
WOODS: It's a very tricky golf course. The majority of winners that have played here and have 
won here are guys who can shape the ball both ways and a very proficient at hitting, especially 
the irons the correct distance. 
 
ANNC: From our tournament host, Tiger Woods. Pressure, it'll test you and teach you and place 
you either way on one side of history, and what history could be made by a 23-year-old Chilean 
from Santiago… Joaquin Niemann, trying to go wire to wire. 
 
NIEMANN: Coming this week I was feeling really confident about my game, and I was able to 
handle during the week. 
 
ANNC: Niemann seizing control of this event right at the start. 63 Thursday, 63 on Friday. He 
shatters the 54-hole scoring record. 
 
NIEMANN: Obviously I played my best golf on Thursday and Friday. I obviously knew that the 
weekend is gonna be, it was gonna be hard. It's gonna be a battle. 
 
ANNC: This week we have all the top 10 players in the world. 
 
Oh, get out of here. Oh, straight down the jar. 
 
MORIKAWA: Anytime you're in your city that you grew up or you have some type of special 
connection. It just brings a little more out of you to play really great golf. 
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ANNC: Collin Morikawa could it be his day? 
 
Niemann really needs to make a birdie here if he's going to solidify that gap. 
 
NIEMANN: The best players are here and that proves to myself that I can be competing with the 
top guys. 
 
ANNC: Anything Collin can do, I can do better.  
 
Niemann first play ever from Chile to win on the PGA TOUR trying to do it for the second time. 
 
NIEMANN: I knew I was good in Chile. I was winning tournaments, but obviously you, you want 
to be here on the PGA TOUR. I think being able to have the opportunity to come to the United 
States when I was 14, it worked out well. 
 
ANNC: It's exciting when you see a talent like this. Fans clamoring for his attention. 
 
If you're an aspiring to be golfer, you see another guy who's not much older you doing it, how 
motivating is that? 
 
NIEMANN: Every time I go back to Chile, I feel that the game is growing. ‘Cause, there's a lot of 
kids starting to play. There's a lot of golf academies starting to grow. So, it's, it's beautiful to 
see. 
 
ANNC: His home country, a football mad country. Now they have a golfer that's got a big 
placement now on the world stage of golf. 
 
NIEMANN: I'm big fan of young kids working hard. So, it's nice to be there and see what they're 
doing. And they remember me also when I was on that stage and being able to do the same for 
them right now is really nice. 
 
ANNC: Santiago, Chile has given the world a great new champion, at one of the biggest events. 
 
ANNC: Mito Pereira’s there, Carlos Ortiz, Angela and Sergio Garcia to salute the great young 
star and a lot of the world found out truly how great he is this week. 
 
NIEMANN: Having them here on 18 waiting for me, to see me receiving the trophy, was 
something really special. 
 
Nothing like this. It’s amazing and seeing the Chilean fly right there, gets me a little more 
speechless. 
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WOODS: Congratulations, brother.  
 
NIEMANN: Thank you. It’s good to see you.  
 
WOODS: So happy for you.  
 
NIEMANN: Thank you. I appreciate that. How have you been? 
 
WOODS: I’ve been good… 
 
NIEMANN: It was awesome having Tiger there. He's one of my idols. I always watch him on TV 
and I still do. 
 
 
INTERNATIONAL TIGERS 
 
JOAQUIN NIEMANN’S INSPIRATION IN CHILE DRAWS PARALLELS TO THE WAVES TIGER 
MAKES AROUND THE GLOBE… BUT THE YOUNG CHAMPION ISN'T THE ONLY ONE CARRYING 
THE TORCH OUTSIDE OF THE US.  
 
ANNC: Japan’s greatest golfing export getting a win in the 50th state. 
 
ANNC: Abraham Ancer has his first PGA TOUR victory! 
 
ANNC: Whoa Carlos Ortiz!  
 
SINCE TIGER JOINED THE PGA TOUR IN 1996, 109 INTERNATIONAL PLAYERS CLAIMED 
VICTORY ON TOUR, OFTEN RESULTING IN TIGER-ESQUE IMPACT ON THEIR HOME NATIONS… 
LIKE 8-TIME CHAMPION, HIDEKI MATSUYAMA.  
 
MATSUYAMA: Through my wins, if I could inspire the young golfers to dream about competing 
on this stage, it would make me very happy.  
 
SCHAUFFELE: Hideki's the hometown hero. If the Olympics were in Japan for the rest of my life 
and I won every time, I think Hideki would still be the number one guy. 
 
WOODS: Coming from the traditional golfing hotbeds, to have a person from Japan win The 
Masters tournament and he did it with class and then what his caddie did, you know, bowing on 
the 18th green, that is perfect traditional Japanese culture of paying respect and homage to you 
know what they had just accomplished but to the past. Hideki is as humble as he is, he’s great.  
 
AS TWO OF THE FOUR MEXICAN TOUR WINNERS, ABRAHAM ANCER AND CARLOS ORTIZ 
EMBRACE THE ROLE THEY PLAY BACK HOME.   
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ANCER: I like that me and Carlos are doing a little bit to grow the game and I know there's a lot 
of kids looking at us and it makes a difference how we act, how we play. 
 
ANNC: As the emotion pours out of Carlos. All of that hard work coming to fruition. 
 
ORTIZ: I'm just happy, always, to put the name of my country up high, and, and I'll always do my 
best to keep making my country people happy. 
 
 
SUPER BUMP 
 
STILL AHEAD ON TIGER TRACKS… 
 
WOODS: I was in high school. It was like going from playing JV baseball to all of a sudden facing 
Nolan Ryan. That's how big a jump that felt like. 
 
ANNC/WOODS: Please welcome the Charlie Sifford Memorial Exemption recipient, Aaron 
Beverly. 
 
BEVERLY: To be sitting here next to Mr. Woods is really cool. I had dreams of one day playing 
against him and competing against him and my dreams never got so far as to be sitting you 
know doing a press conference with him. 
 
MANGUM: Being the first Pathway Player, is a great opportunity. There's nothing else like it 
right now. 
 
 
SEGMENT 2 
COLLIN MORIKAWA IN-BUMP + INSPIRED BY TIGER 
 
ANNC: A lot of support for this Los Angeles area golf prodigy. 
 
WOODS: You can hear certain guys have this deeper sound to their golf shots. I'm warming up 
hitting balls, and you hear the sound, there's a good ball striker, a couple stalls away from me 
and look back and it's Collin. 
 
ANNC: It's been a dream his entire life to be number one in the world, if he wins today he'll 
achieve that goal. 
 
WOODS: You watch him play. It's very consistent, very solid, and he's gonna be around here for 
a very long-time winning tournaments for a very long time. 
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MORIKAWA: People get compared to Tiger all the time when they have a good streak because 
he really owns all the records. Records are there to show who's the best, but to create a legacy 
is to show what your game is about. 
 
ANNC: Oh! It went in! 
 
SCHEFFLER: I've gone through the YouTube rabbit hole watching Tiger highlights. You grew up 
just wanting to be something like that on the golf course. 
 
FINAU: I definitely take elements of watching Tiger when I was young, and trying to be like him 
in certain ways. But for the most part, you know I've learned, you just have to be yourself out 
here. Everyone has their own path and I'm kind of trying to create my own here on PGA TOUR. 
 
WIE: So influential for any young kid growing up. I mean he made the sport cool. You wanted to 
play it. 
 
MOLINARI:  I was watching in Italy probably quite late at night. It was hard not to watch Tiger 
play. The excitement he brought to the course was incredible and you know something special 
was gonna happen basically any week that he was playing on TOUR.  
 
VARNER: Man, I want to be like Tiger, so like if more people are watching more kids are gonna 
want to do that. It made the game more competitive. You know the back end to the front, it’s 
just way harder to win.  
 
KORDA: In a sense we literally are Tiger's kids because we grew up watching him and we're, you 
know, on the chipping green trying to just like drip the golf balls into the hole and make the 
putts that Tiger makes. 
 
SCOTT: I was 16 years old and wanting to be a golf pro and it was just like this perfect timing to 
inspire not only me, but obviously a whole generation of golfers to be like Tiger. 
 
 
TIGER GENESIS STORY 
 
WOODS: In the beginning for me, I made my first hole on one when I was 8 at number 12 at 
Heartwell. Beating my dad for the first time when I was 11 at the Navy golf course, my roots are 
here in Southern Cal. I was fortunate enough to have grown up with champions. The Raiders 
won two Super Bowls, the Lakers won five championships, the Dodgers won two World Series 
and then you have Gretzky taking the Kings to the Stanley Cup Finals. This was the home of 
champions. That's what I grew up watching and emulating. 
 
I first came here I think back when I was in single digits in age. So, it's been a while. This was the 
first professional event I'd ever been to. And just to watch the guys play and guys I've seen on 
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TV. I just remember the quality of sound that they were making. The solidness of strike, that's 
something that blew me away. 
 
I didn't meet anybody, I didn't get any autographs, I just watched. It was neat to see the guys 
that I had looked up to and I had grown up watching as a kid, and then eventually being out 
here on TOUR playing against them, with them. 
 
IN 1992, TIGER WOODS TOOK THE FIRST STEPS IN A HALL OF FAME CAREER WITH HIS 
INAUGURAL PGA TOUR START AT RIVIERA. 
 
ANNC: On the tee, from Cypress, California, amateur, Tiger Woods. 
 
WOODS: I had my credential, if you look at it, in my left front pocket and I remember on the 
range, I actually hit it. I'm like maybe I should move this. But yeah, they won't let me in the 
tournament. So if you look at there in my left front pocket I've got my little credential there. 
Don't put it there, it's a bad spot.  
 
I was in high school. It was like going from playing JV baseball to all of a sudden facing Nolan 
Ryan. That's how big a jump that felt like. I thought I played well, I shot 72-75 and I felt like I 
could have improved maybe four shots better and I was still 17 back. It was quite humbling. 
Having that exemption at that age allowed me to understand how far I had to go, how much I 
had to work. Perseverance that's what allowed me to get here. I persevered, I worked my butt 
off, I went out there and earned it in the dirt which allowed me to get on TOUR. 
 
Southern California junior golf program was incredible. That I was able to go to a golf course 
that has CC at the end of it. Like oh my God, I'm gonna play, greens that are cut, fairways that 
are mowed, bunkers that are raked, these are neat things. I grew up on public golf courses. In 
the beginning, I had my challenges, I had my frustrations about trying to be involved in the 
game of golf, and fought through them and here we are. 
 
It's neat to see any of the kids from SoCal do well. We all take great pride in where we grew up, 
how we grew up, and we're all SoCal natives. There's a certain vibe being a person from SoCal. I 
can compete against them for a number of years. To see what Collin's done, winning two major 
championships, to have Max win last year, it's exciting to see these guys develop and grow. 
 
 
MAX HOMA FEATURE 
 
HOMA: I think anybody around my age has had a huge influence from Tiger Woods. He's right in 
my wheelhouse, right when I was beginning to kind of take golf seriously. When I was six, he 
was winning The Masters by a million. Changed the landscape of golf forever during that time-
period. He made golf cool. He made it athletic. He made winning seem like the only thing that 
was important. He made it fun for a kid to go to the golf course and try to you know, aspire to 
be like him.  
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Now as I get older, it's the aura and it's just something him I cannot put my finger on it, but it 
just makes you want to be the one on TV kind of doing something like he was doing. 
 
I think I started coming here when I was like two or three years old. A bunch of memories. One 
year the event got moved to Valencia Country Club which was my hometown. I remember 
watching that, Tiger and Billy Mayfair were in a playoff. I remember being here the year Mike 
Weir ended up going on to win. I met Payne Stewart here when I was a young kid. He was kind 
enough to literally come up while he was playing golf to talk to me. So just a lot of really cool 
moments here for me. 
 
I came here as a fan of the game, but as I got older, as a student trying to learn how to get 
better. How to play like my golf heroes played on a golf course that I knew was a test. 
 
INSPIRED BY FELLOW SO-CAL NATIVE TIGER WOODS, MAX HOMA CAPTURED HIS SECOND 
CAREER WIN LAST SEASON AT THE GENESIS INVITATIONAL… LESS THAN AN HOUR FROM 
WHERE HE GREW UP.  
 
ANNC: Max Homa, his second win on the PGA TOUR on his favorite course, Riviera.  
 
HOMA: Winning it as a kid I thought about it. I think that's the innocence of being a kid, 
anything seems possible.  
 
Winning Tiger's event in LA is pretty much the coolest thing, we could have ever thought of 
doing. That's one for my record books that'll never get touched. It's silly to think that was even 
allowed, it feels like it should be illegal. 
 
I'll never forget standing on that practice putting green shaking his hand and talking to him a 
little bit about winning that golf tournament and I've kind of just thanking him for what he's 
done for the game of golf. 
 
 
CHARLIE SIFFORD EXEMPTION SETUP 
 
WOODS: This is where it all started for Charlie. He paved the way for, guys like my dad to start 
the game and be a part of the game. Having the Sifford exemption here means a lot to me. 
 
Charlie, he was like my grandpa, I ended up naming my son after him and he was so influential 
in my career that, it was only apropos that we named the exemption after him. He just wanted 
to, just play the tour, and was denied many times. We don't want to have, other amateurs feel 
that, want to have them have that experience to be able to play the TOUR.  
 
BEVERLY: I got a call from one of the guys at Tiger's Foundation and I answered the phone. He 
said, "is this Aaron Beverly?" and I said "Yes, sir." Just calling to let you know that you've been 
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chosen for the Charlie Sifford exemption, and you'll be playing in the Genesis. I stepped outside 
and just had the biggest smile on my face and kind of overwhelmed.  
 
Charlie Sifford being the first African American to earn his TOUR card. Trying to live up to that 
legacy of his and it means a lot. 
 
 
STAND-UP #2 
 
AWARDED ANNUALLY SINCE 2009, THE CHARLIE SIFFORD MEMORIAL EXEMPTION AT THE 
GENESIS INVITATIONAL REPRESENTS THE ADVANCEMENT OF DIVERSITY IN THE GAME OF 
GOLF. FIVE FORMER RECIPIENTS HAVE SPENT TIME ON THE PGA TOUR INCLUDING J.J. SPAUN 
WHO CLAIMED HIS VERY FIRST CAREER VICTORY THIS SEASON.   
 
NOW SEPARATED BY NEARLY 2 DECADES AND 82 PGA TOUR VICTORIES, THE 2022 RECPIENT 
AARON BEVERLY & TOURNAMENT HOST, TIGER WOODS SHARE A UNIQUE BOND… AS 
BEVERLY MADE HIS VERY FIRST PGA TOUR START IN THE SAME PLACE THAT TIGER DID, 
EXACTLY 30 YEARS AGO. 
 
 
AARON BEVERLY FEATURE A 
 
BEVERLY: To be sitting here next to Mr. Woods is really cool. I had dreams of one day playing 
against him and competing against him and my dreams never got so far as to be sitting you 
know doing a press conference with him but it's definitely bittersweet that I can't share that 
memory with my dad. He understands that probably better than almost anybody in the world. 
 
SIMILAR TO HIS CHILDHOOD HERO TIGER, FOR BEVERLY PLAYING AT RIVIERA IS THE 
CULMINATION OF A DREAM INSPIRED BY HIS FATHER AND FIRST GOLF COACH, RON. 
 
BEVERLY: So, three years old, my dad gave me a little plastic golf set. Then as I got older, he 
would take me to a 9-hole course. Every Sunday we'd play at 6:30 in the morning and just grew 
to love golf. 
 
FOLLOWING A STANDOUT COLLEGIATE CAREER AT SACRAMENTO STATE, AARON TURNED 
PRO... SETTING HIS SIGHTS ON THE PGA TOUR. 
 
BEVERLY: I spent a year playing on the Mackenzie Tour in 2019. Then my dad passed. Kind of 
fell out of a love for golf, just because he meant so much to me. Ended up going back to 
Sacramento State and serving as an assistant golf coach and that really brought a joy for golf to 
me again. Last year, played on the APGA Tour and had some success. 
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A VICTORY IN NOVEMBER AT WILSHIRE COUNTRY CLUB ON THE APGA TOUR HAS BEEN ONE 
OF THE HIGHLIGHTS OF BEVERLY'S RETURN TO COMPETITIVE GOLF... 
 
BEVERLY: When you win at any level it just builds your confidence. It's important that I always 
stuck to believing that I could achieve this. Every day I practiced it was you know, for a reason. 
It had a purpose. So, for it to be happening now is just a validation of all of that. 
 
 
AARON BEVERLY & CAMERON CHAMP PRACTICE ROUND 
 
ON THE EVE OF HIS FIRST PGA TOUR START, BEVERLY RECEIVED ADVICE FROM FORMER 
CHARLIE SIFFORD MEMORIAL EXEMPTION RECIPIENT, CAMERON CHAMP. 
 
CHAMP: Hit the green. 
 
BEVERLY: Hit the green? Ha that is so predictable. So predictable.  
 
CHAMP: We've known each other like I said since we were probably... 
 
BEVERLY: 13? 12? 
 
CHAMP: Yeah, 12, 13 years old. Sorta grew up in the same programs and knew all the same 
people, played in the same stuff. So, it's nice to see some guys come out of Sac, because not 
many do, so especially in golf.  
 
BEVERLY: Hey! Five back.  
 
CHAMP: I'm happy to see him get the exemption this year and have this opportunity. He grew 
up in the same situation, kinda, I did and sometimes all it needs is one opportunity and things 
can go from there. So, I'm super stoked for him to be out here and play and get a little taste 
because I know he'll want some more. 
 
 
AARON BEVERLY FEATURE B 
 
BEVERLY: Playing in your first PGA TOUR event is a tremendous honor and obviously being able 
to hit the first tee shot, I'm just going to make sure I can put fairway, check in my book, and give 
everybody else something to strive for. 
 
ANNC/WOODS: First on the tee, from Fairfield, California, please welcome the Charlie Sifford 
Memorial Exemption recipient, Aaron Beverly. 
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WOODS: I just asked him, what do you do on the first hole. He said, 'I'm going to pipe it 200 
right down there and hit it right on the green. 'I'm like, 'oh yeah, that's what I used to think, 
too.'  
 
AFTER LEADING OFF THE EVENT ON THURSDAY MORNING, BEVERLY WENT ON TO FORGE YET 
ANOTHER CONNECTION WITH HIS GOLFING IDOL. 
 
ANNC: Just like Tiger Woods 30 years ago, Aaron Beverly begins his day with a birdie here at 
Riviera. 
 
ALTHOUGH THERE ARE A FEW INDELIBLE MOMENTS, BEVERLY ULTIMATELY MISSED THE CUT, 
BUT TOOK AWAY NOTHING BUT POSITIVES FROM HIS EXPERIENCE AT RIVIERA. 
 
BEVERLY: My dad would always tell me, no matter what the sun still comes up tomorrow. And 
that's so true. You've gotta make the most of it so just enjoy yourself.  
 
A lot of people have called and reached out to tell me, ‘Oh, this is the opportunity of a lifetime' 
and I like to look at it as this is just the first opportunity of a lifetime. 
 
 
SEGMENT 4 
REJOIN 
 
LYRICS: Look at me, look at me, I'm a cool kid. I'm an individual, yeah, but I'm part of a 
movement. 
 
ANNC: He’s well on his way to being called the best ever.  
 
LYRICS: They told me to just do it. I listened to what that swoosh said. 
 
CHAMP: He’s the idol of golf. I mean he is the greatest golfer of my era at least. Watched him 
on TV every weekend because it seemed like he was always in the hunt.  
 
ANNC: I can’t think of an individual sport, a guy being that hot.  
 
CHAMP: You know, all of us want to win. I mean that’s just kinda inbreeded in golfers. I would 
say the Tiger effect in that way. You know he wanted to win so bad, he did it no matter what 
circumstances he was in, he was still able to pull it off. I mean things that no one else has done 
since.  
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CAMERON CHAMP – TIGER STORY + SACRAMENTO + FOUNDATION 
 
CAMERON: He was definitely the driving force as a kid. The story of my dad when we were 
younger. I think I was 7 to 10. 
 
JEFF: In Sacramento, McClellan Air Force Base is right next to Haggin Oaks and there's a range 
right there. Every weekend if there's a Learjet flying in I'm like 'hey, Tiger's coming home.' So if 
it's the British Open, 'Tiger's coming, that might be Tiger, let's go out and hit some balls.'  
 
CAMERON: That's kinda how he got me out to the course all the time even though it wasn't 
Tiger, but later on I found that out, I was a little mad, but it got me out there but it's just a 
funny story. 
 
WHILE TIGER INSPIRED A YOUNG CAMERON CHAMP ON THE GOLF COURSE, HE ALSO 
INFLUENCED THE NEXT GENERATION TO GIVE BACK. 
 
JEFF: Tiger has done some great things with his foundation. It's something that we always know 
as a family we have to give back, we have to help the next one. 
 
CAMERON: When I turned pro, I had some early success and we got my foundation going and 
create a fun experience for the kids, give them an opportunity to be seen. 
 
CAMERON NAT: For me, I hit a little cut, so the ball goes left to right. A draw goes left to right.  
 
CAMERON: Growing up in the neighborhood I did, seeing the things that I saw, I was just one of 
the lucky ones to be honest. We didn't live in a great area. Where my grandfather lived was 
only two miles from us and the difference in communities was drastic. 
 
JEFF: Nobody in the neighborhood played golf. The high school teams don't have golf. There's 
no golfers in the neighborhood.  
 
CAMERON: There was no programs or there was nothing set in stone to get more kids. In the 
early 2000s when Tiger came about it was probably the same thing. I'm trying to do my small 
portion; I can only do so much. It's nice seeing other athletes and other people, you know, 
doing the right thing. 
 
Coming from what I've come from you can't experience things unless you've experienced it 
firsthand, and a lot of that stuff changes you for life. We've had some tough situations but you 
know you can persevere through those and come out on top. That's just how I've been built. 
 
As we've always heard, you know golf is growing, golf is growing, but where's it growing? Is it 
growing financially or is it growing race wise how is it growing? And those are the real hard 
questions that need to be asked." 
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Obviously, Tiger has been the biggest encouragement of them all but even back then it was 
very difficult to target those kids. To target those areas and even to this day it's still difficult but 
now stuff is starting to trend in the proper direction for that change to happen. 
 
AND TIGER CONTINUES STRIVING TO MAKE A CHANGE FOR MANY… 
 
 
TGR FOUNDATION FEATURE 
 
RAMIREZ: TGR Foundation and the Earl Woods Scholar program has really been a family for me 
from the start.  
 
OBILO: I know that I can always come to this community, whenever I need something. 
 
FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS, TIGER WOODS AND HIS TGR FOUNDATION HAS PROVIDED LIFE-
CHANGING EDUCATION RESOURCES FOR MORE THAN 2 MILLION YOUNG PEOPLE.  
 
WOODS: A lot of these kids are first generational kids to ever go to college. They have no one to 
talk to. It's our job to be able to provide that type of support and that type of leadership and 
guidance. 
 
OBILO: Whenever I was afraid of maybe failing in class or not doing as well as I could, I would 
talk to someone in the TGR Foundation. They'd tell me about different campus resources that 
might exist. And I remember thinking, "how do you know about that," but they're like, "this is 
what we're here to do."  
 
A BIG FOCUS FOR TGR FOUNDATION IS EMPOWERING STUDENTS TO DISCOVER THEIR 
PASSIONS, EXPLORE COLLEGE AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES, AND HELP STUDENTS BUILD A 
PERSONAL PATH TO SUCCESS. 
 
WOODS: TGR Foundation programs are so impactful, because they allow kids to get access to 
STEM programs that they don't traditionally have in schools. We are able to provide a deeper 
level of learning in that field and I think that's what separates us.  
 
RAMIREZ: They're able to tailor their resources, and make it really individualized for each 
scholar. Each staff member has really gotten to know me and gotten to know what I need to be 
able to help me move forward. 
 
OBILO: They are very intentional about facilitating and fostering a community. It's just so nice to 
see that all the small ways that people invested in me really have a big payoff. 
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SEGMENT 5 
COLLEGIATE SHOWCASE IN-BUMP 
 
WOODS: When I got the invite it was off the charts. I didn't expect it. I didn't think that I was 
good enough to play. I'd won a couple juniors and that was about it. For me it was a very eye-
opening experience to see TOUR players play.  
 
I got a chance to see what it's like to be on tour and, had that experience and then went home 
and said, hey, these are the things I need to work on. And to be able to have, college kids come 
in here... this is where they want to end up. For them to get that exposure, it does wonders for 
your confidence. 
 
 
STAND-UP #3 
 
BUILDING UPON THE TOURNAMENT’S HISTORY OF INCLUSION, THIS SEASON THE GENESIS 
INVITATIONAL ESTABLISHED THE PATHWAY PLAYER, AWARDED TO A COLLEGIATE GOLFER 
WITH A MINORITY BACKGROUND EXCELLING ON THE COURSE AND ACADEMICALLY. 
  
WILLIAM & MARY’S ETHAN MANGUM WAS NAMED THE INAUGURAL PATHWAY PLAYER, 
EARNING A SPECIAL INVITATION TO THE COLLEGIATE SHOWCASE WHERE HE JOINED OTHER 
TOP COLLEGIATE PLAYERS FROM AROUND THE NATION VYING FOR THAT FINAL SPOT IN THE 
GENESIS INVITATIONAL FIELD. 
 
 
ETHAN MANGUM-COLLEGIATE SHOWCASE SETUP 
 
MANGUM: It's an awesome opportunity to not only be able to play here but to meet a lot more 
people through an initiative that is growing the game.  
 
ZALATORIS: I played in the College Showcase in 2015 as a freshman. I could literally tell you 
every single shot I hit from that Monday. It was amazing.  
 
SCHEFFLER: To go play in that golf tournament was really special. Especially in college, you 
never really get to experience anything like that. It gave me some confidence going forward 
knowing that I can compete on TOUR. 
 
ZALATORIS: Seeing how guys operate Monday through Wednesday, you don't see on TV. Seeing 
their routine, picking their brains about how they go about their golf game, I learned a lot that I 
still carry with me day-in, day-out when I play. 
 
MANGUM: Being the first Pathway Player, is a great opportunity. There's nothing else like it 
right now. And so having the ability to be the first of something so special to the minority and 
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African American community of golf is huge. At the end of the day, it's about coming out here, 
having fun, smiling, and making as many birdies as possible. 
 
 
ETHAN MANGUM @ NAVY GOLF COURSE 
 
WHILE ON THE WEST COAST, MANGUM AND HIS COACH TOOK TIME TO RETRACE TIGER'S 
TRACKS, WITH A VISIT TO HIS CHILDHOOD COURSE.  
 
MANGUM: To be out here at the Navy Golf Course is pretty special. Tiger Woods was the first 
athlete that I really aspired to be like and learn from growing up. And so watching him win 
majors after majors and winning championship after championship really inspired me to start 
on my journey. 
 
Playing here and this is where he learned how to play with his father, it's pretty special.  
 
PEMBERTON: Earl did not let Tiger make excuses. If we learn anything about Tiger, he's 
accountable and he shows up and he finds a way.  
 
WOODS: Playing the Navy course was mixed emotions. Because at the time when I was trying 
to play with my dad, I wasn't old enough. They had a minimum age of 10. But when I did play 
with my dad, my mom would drop me off at the front part of the parking lot. I'd walk around 
the old back nine, the 18th hole, hop in the ditch. You know, Dad, former Special Forces taught 
me how to be sneaky. 
 
I'd walk and wait for Dad under the bridge on the third hole. Camouflage, I grab a few bushes 
and I sit there and wait for Dad. Along the way, I'd find golf balls, right. So golf balls in a ditch, 
and at the time he found a new balata ball, "oh, I'm gonna save this for a tournament" because 
we didn't have enough money to buy a fresh new balatas and I'd wait there and Dad would yell 
out, "you there?," "yeah, pop coming up!"  
 
I'd take off all the stuff and I hop on his cart and we'd go play till dark. And the rule was you 
play until you lost your ball. And so, "oh, Dad, I hit that to the right and it cut a little bit so we" 
and dad would drive over there and find the ball. And so I end up playing one day for like 15 or 
16 holes in the dark because I kept calling every shot. But playing in the dark was one of the 
greatest memories ever having my dad. Just learning the feel and calling the shot. Knowing 
what it felt like at impact where that golf ball was going to be because if it wasn't there, my golf 
day was done. And I didn't want it to end I wanted to keep playing. 
 
MANGUM: Growing up I did a lot of sneaking onto golf courses as bad as that sounds, but back 
home in Mississippi a lot of golf courses closed early and so I used to sneak on the back nine, 
play the loop, play 3 or four holes before it got pitch black. 
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Growing up, this was the first shot I wanted to teach myself was like wow that Tiger Woods 
stinger. It really just shows you the level of impact and control that he really had through his 
swing which is pretty special so being here really does put it into perspective just how 
impressive and how talented the guy really is. [There it is!] 
 
PEMBERTON: Ethan's one of the few that's had some championship success. He's walked the 
walk, he's been there, he's done that. He's quick to help others. He pushes himself, you know 
he thinks that he can get to the highest level if he works at it.  
 
Tiger honoring him with this award is really special. It's something Ethan cares deeply about, 
our school cares deeply about. 
 
MANGUM: And at the end of the day it's bigger than just the game of golf or myself. I mean it's 
about really growing the game and having that pathway for the next generations to come to be 
able to help diversify the sport, get their opportunity to play on the biggest stage in amateur 
golf, with the opportunity to play against the greatest players in the world. So, the opportunity 
is literally like line none other. To have that partnered with TGR and the Genesis is even more 
special. 
 
 
ETHAN MANGUM @ COLLEGIATE SHOWCASE 
 
AT THE COLLEGIATE SHOWCASE, MANGUM COMPETED FOR A SPOT IN THE GENESIS FIELD 
PAIRED ALONGSIDE CHARLIE SIFFORD MEMORIAL EXEMPTION RECIPIENT, AARON BEVERLY. 
 
MANGUM: Me and Aaron have known each other for a little while, just through various 
minority golf events. I got excited because I knew it was gonna be a good match. 
 
BEVERLY: Playing with Ethan was amazing. We started on ten and he rattled off three birdies in 
a row, I was like, 'oh wow we might have a course record on our hands.'  
 
MANGUM: Throughout the day, it was awesome experience, watching him pounding the ball, 
but also pounding the ball past him sometimes. 
 
BEVERLY: He's just a great young man. He's got a great spirit about him, very confident, plays 
the game of golf the way it's supposed to be played. And, when you look at a guy like that, you 
just know that golf's in good hands moving forward. 
 
MANGUM FINISHED IN A TIE FOR 11TH AND WALKED AWAY WITH PLENTY OF EXPERIENCE TO 
DRAW ON. 
 
MANGUM: It shows me how my game compares to the best amateurs in the world, the best 
players in the world, and so, it shows me exactly what I need to work on. 
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MICHAEL BRENNAN WINS COLLEGIATE SHOWCASE 
 
WAKE FOREST'S MICHAEL BRENNAN ARRIVED AT RIVIERA 19TH IN THE WORLD AMATEUR 
GOLF RANKINGS AND WAS PAIRED WITH FORMER EVENT CHAMPION, AND FELLOW DEMON 
DEACON, WILL ZALATORIS. 
 
BRENNAN: I've played with him a few times now and he's given me a lot of info and just insight 
into what it's like to play golf over the last year and I hope to just follow in his footsteps and do 
what he's doing right now. 
 
ZALATORIS: I've known Michael since before he got to college. He's a heck of a player. He'd be 
top ten in driving on TOUR distance-wise I mean today, and obviously seeing him hit a few irons 
in there to stony to where he didn't even have to mark it and just tap it in was just kinda like, 
man, this is, he is making this place look easy.  
 
WITH A BIRDE-EAGLE STRECH ON 10 & 11, BRENNAN PACED THE FIELD, SHOOTING A 
SHOWCASE RECORD 5-UNDER-66 TO CLAIM THE VICTORY AND EARN THE FINAL SPOT IN THE 
GENESIS INVITATIONAL. 
 
ZALATORIS: I'm proud of the kid. He did awesome today. 
 
BRENNAN: I'm just so excited to be able to test my game against the best players in the world. 
 
 
MICHAEL BRENNAN & RORY MCILROY PRACTICE ROUND 
 
BEFORE MAKING HIS PGA TOUR DEBUT, BRENNAN TOOK ADVANTAGE OF A PRACTICE ROUND 
WITH ONE OF THE BEST IN THE WORLD. 
 
BRENNAN: My assistant coach, played with Rory in junior stuff back in Ireland and knows his 
caddy Harry pretty well. 
 
MCILROY: Michael shot a great score on Monday to qualify. So, it was great to be out there and 
play with him. He was asking me a bunch of questions, and I was like you just shot a 66 
yesterday what do you need to know?   
 
BRENNAN: Playing with Rory it's a dream.  
 
MCILROY: Great young player, and you know, it's nice to be in a position where you can help 
the sort of younger generation coming through.  
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MCILROY NAT: Play well this week, that was awesome. 
 
AT TIGER'S EVENT, BRENNAN HAD AN IMPRESSIVE SHOWING, COMING UP JUST TWO 
STROKES SHY OF THE CUT LINE BUT GAINING VALUABLE EXPERIENCE EARLY IN HIS CAREER. 
 
 
SEGMENT 6 
STAND-UP #4 
 
FROM COUNTLESS ROUNDS AT THE NAVY COURSE WITH HIS DAD, TO A NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIP AT STANFORD, TO 14 TOUR WINS IN THE STATE, TIGER’S CALIFORNIA ROOTS 
RUN DEEP. HIS GOLFING IMPACT ON THE WEST COAST IS IMMEASURABLE… INSPIRING SOME 
OF TODAY’S BIGGEST PLAYERS FROM THE STATE AND FORGING A LEGACY AT STANFORD… A 
GOLF PROGRAM BRIMMING WITH PLAYERS WHO WENT ONTO THE PGA TOUR, INCLUDING  
YOUNG STAR IN THE MAKING, MAVERICK MCNEALY. 
 
 
MAVERICK MCNEALY RIDE TO COURSE + ANIMATION 
 
MCNEALY: I grew up practicing and playing at the Stanford Golf Course and kinda always 
wanted to go there. One of the initiation things the seniors do for the freshmen is, they go to 
team dinners every week and they just start grilling the freshmen on Stanford golf trivia. Tiger's 
pretty much... if you're in doubt just say Tiger. He probably won it.  
 
I won 11 times there, but it took me 4 years, it only took him 2. Literally no one has left a bigger 
legacy than Tiger when he was there. 
 
He came to campus twice while I was there, and he was incredibly generous with his time. He 
could have easily just gone to the other end of the range, but he hung out with us, told some 
stories. It was the first time I'd seen the entire team out on the range at 7am on Saturday. I was 
usually the only one out there early on a weekend. 
 
I just feel like there's so many stories of Tiger and just like the magic he has with the golf ball. 
 
We had a little chipping green in our backyard and a little tee up on the hill so we could kinda 
hit down to the chipping green. It was a full seven iron for me to hit it 50 yards at that point. 
Tiger came over and dad of course shows him the chipping green and he said we sometimes hit 
balls into the canyon, there's no houses down there and Tiger said, can I hit one? Dad gives him 
his old bubble shaft Tailormade driver and tees up an old ball and says just aim at that house. 
There's no way you can hit it. Tiger hits one no warmup, no practice swing, anything and he 
goes ah it's about 10 yards right and my dad's thinking yeah, and about 400 yards short. He says 
give me another ball. So throws him another ball and he hits it and he goes that's right on it, 
and it was a super quiet night. And sure enough, bang, it hits the roof and dad's like how is that 
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even possible? It's like 450 yards away, like way downhill they all kinda start laughing and they 
kinda duck and hide. And Tiger says I wanna do that again. He hits it again and shocker Tiger 
drills it again and goes all right that's enough, we can't do that anymore.  
 
You definitely feel some of Tiger's influence here. It's definitely one of the ones that I circle on 
my calendar every year and one that I really want to play well in.  
 
I think there's just no more exciting player to watch and any time Tiger's playing, I'm watching 
and I think that's true with a lot of people and that transcends just golf fans which is pretty 
special in our sport. You have to root for him. It's just so cool to have him in our game. 
 
The doors that have been opened to me through the game of golf, I want to share that with as 
many people as possible. I think it's the greatest game ever. It teaches you so much about 
yourself and about so many different things. Whether it's the First Tee or the APGA or just all 
these organizations that are making the game more accessible and open. I love the game of golf 
for what it teaches you and I hope we can share that with as many people as possible. 
 
 
STAND-UP #5 + ROLLOUT 
 
WITH TODAY’S YOUNG STARS AS EVIDENCE, TIGER HAS MADE A LASTING IMPRESSION ON 
THE GAME BOTH ON AND OFF THE COURSE. SINCE TAKING THE WORLD BY STORM 25 YEARS 
AGO WITH HIS FIRST GREEN JACKET, THROUGH HIS INSPIRING RETURN TO COMPETITIVE 
GOLF, THE TIGER EFFECT CONTINUES TO LEAVE ITS MARK ON THOSE FOLLOWING IN HIS 
TRACKS. 
 
MCILROY: You know, as a kid I dreamed of holing a putt to beat Tiger Woods. 
 
DAY: I mean that’s why I wanted to play more golf, because of that.  
 
CHAMP: The amount of people he’s influenced. The amount of people he’s brought to the 
game. 
 
HOMA: He’s changed how it’s played. 
 
SCHEFFLER: He kinda started that trend of turning pro earlier. Turning pro a bit younger and 
getting out here quicker.  
 
SCHAUFFELE: The Tiger effect, obviously. Guys are getting better younger, faster. 
 
MORIKAWA: Now when kids come out… who’s this next Tiger Woods? 
 
LYRICS: I wanna fly, can you take me far away? Give me a star to reach for, tell me what it takes 
and I'll go so high. 
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WOODS: A lot of these kids who made it out here now, they have seen me basically grow up on 
the TOUR and are playing out here because they saw me play golf. That’s pretty humbling.  
 
FIANU: The immeasurable things are what’s most impressive, I think. The things that you can’t 
put on a stats sheet. You know, not wins, not how many cuts he’s made, but how many lives 
he’s impacted. That’s his ultimate legacy.  
 


